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Abstract
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a technology
that allows direct access from the network to a machine’s
main memory without involving its CPU. RDMA offers lowlatency, high-bandwidth performance and low CPU utilization.
While RDMA provides massive performance boosts and has
thus been adopted by several major cloud providers, security
concerns have so far been neglected.
The need for RDMA NICs to bypass CPU and directly
access memory results in them storing various metadata like
page table entries in their on-board SRAM. When the SRAM
is full, RNICs swap metadata to main memory across the PCIe
bus. We exploit the resulting timing difference to establish
side channels and demonstrate that these side channels can
leak access patterns of victim nodes to other nodes.
We design Pythia, a set of RDMA-based remote sidechannel attacks that allow an attacker on one client machine
to learn how victims on other client machines access data
a server exports as an in-memory data service. We reverse
engineer the memory architecture of the most widely used
RDMA NIC and use this knowledge to improve the efficiency
of Pythia. We further extend Pythia to build side-channel
attacks on Crail, a real RDMA-based key-value store application. We evaluated Pythia on four different RDMA NICs both
in a laboratory and in a public cloud setting. Pythia is fast
(57 µs), accurate (97% accuracy), and can hide all its traces
from the victim or the server.

1

Introduction

Direct Memory Access (DMA) allows a machine’s peripherals like storage and network devices to access its main memory directly without involving CPU, vastly increasing I/O
performance and reducing CPU utilization. Inspired by DMA,
Remote Direct Memory Access, or RDMA, is a technology
that allows remote hosts to directly access (exported) memory of a node without having to go through its CPU. RDMA
enables high throughput and low latency data transfers and
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largely reduces CPU utilization in clusters.
In recent years, major cloud vendors like Microsoft
Azure [73] and Alibaba Cloud [6] have adopted RDMA in
their datacenters to speed up processing and to reduce cost
of accessing large amounts of data. As the underlying protocols prosper [32], more and more servers leverage the RDMA
protocol to speed up processing. The use of RDMA has revolutionized data sharing in cloud environments with implementations for efficient key-value stores [24, 25, 40, 56, 57],
in-memory databases and transactional systems [19, 83, 88],
and graph processing systems [68, 85].
There is a plethora of research work on RDMA, but the
focus so far was all on performance, usability, and network
protocols. Security has been largely overlooked in RDMA
research and production1 . With the rise of information leaks
through memory-based side-channels [17,26,39,41,42,86,87],
we have set out to evaluate the side-channel resistance of
existing RDMA implementations.
In a scenario where multiple nodes connect to a server that
provides remote access to its local memory through RDMA
(e.g., for a key-value store), a malicious node may want to
learn what data was accessed by benign nodes. We assume
that the server is trusted and that the attacker tries to learn
what data was accessed by the victim nodes through a remote
side channel which leaks access patterns. Figure 1 illustrates
this environment.
We discovered a new side channel that prevails across
all RDMA hardware that we know of. NICs that support
RDMA, or RNICs, cache metadata such as page table entries
in their on-board SRAM so that they can perform all operations needed to access main memory on their own without
involving CPU. However, the on-board SRAM size is limited
and the RNIC can only cache hot metadata while leaving the
rest in main memory. When an RDMA request’s metadata is
not cached, the RNIC takes extra time to fetch the metadata
from main memory to its SRAM. We observe and characterize
different side channels that can lead to this timing difference
1 We

made an initial exploration of security issues and opportunities in
one-sided communication in a recent workshop [77].

on three generations of RNIC devices.
Based on our findings, we designed Pythia, a set of sidechannel attacks that can be launched completely from the
network through RDMA. The basic idea is to issue RDMA
network requests to the server to fill its RNIC SRAM, eventually evicting the metadata of the target data. Then the attacker
reloads the target data with an RDMA request and based on
the time it takes, predict if the victim has accessed the data.
Although the basic idea is similar to the E VICT +R ELOAD
CPU cache side-channel attack [30], designing Pythia
presents many new challenges. The first challenge is the difficulty in achieving good eviction performance. Existing CPUcache based side-channel attacks leverage cache associativity
to reduce the eviction set size, thereby improving eviction
performance. However, RNICs are vendor owned and are
complete black boxes to public knowledge. To confront this
challenge, we reverse engineered the memory architecture
of the Mellanox ConnectX-4 RNIC [48], the type of RNIC
that is used in all major datacenter RDMA deployment. We
successfully discovered the internal architectural organization of RNIC SRAM and leverage this knowledge to achieve
low-latency eviction.
The second challenge is in the reload and prediction process. Because of our environment of being in a shared datacenter network, the latency of an RDMA request can vary
with different network state. The traditional approach of using
a static threshold to differentiate cache hit from cache miss
is not a good fit for our environment. We take an adaptive
approach to dynamically train a hit/miss classifier based on
RDMA access latency at the time of attack and use the trained
classifier to statistically predict victim accesses [22, 28].
We evaluated Pythia in our lab environment and in a public
cloud [65] with four different types of RNICs. Pythia completes one E VICT +R ELOAD cycle (across the network) in as
low as 57 µs with 97% accuracy2 Moreover, Pythia effectively
hides its traces from the server and victims because it performs all its attack using RDMA operations from a separate
machine.
We further built three variations of Pythia to attack a real
RDMA-based system, the Apache Crail key-value store system [7,70]. On a real application like Crail, it is more challenging to establish a strong side-channel attack because of limited
application interface and noise coming from application performance overhead. After improving Pythia to accommodate
these difficulties, we successfully launched a side-channel
attack solely from a separate client machine using the unmodified Crail client interface. This attack is efficient and can
accurately learn a victim’s key-value pair access patterns.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. Discovery of new side channels in RDMA-based systems
that leak client RDMA access patterns;
2 The

definition of accuracy throughout the paper is the percentage of
successful guesses over total guesses.
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Figure 1: Attack Environment and RNIC Architecture.
The attacker and the victim are both clients that can access data in
the server machine’s memory throuth RDMA.

2. Reverse engineering of the most widely used RNIC hardware architecture, which can be leveraged in designing
efficient side channels;
3. Design, implementation, and evaluation of a set of Pythia
side-channel attacks, which are fast, accurate, and can
be launched solely from a separate machine across the
network;
4. A case study of Pythia in a real-world setting;
5. Discussion of possible mitigations, most of which are
uniquely applicable to RDMA systems.
Pythia is the first work that explores side-channel vulnerabilities in RDMA and exploits the vulnerabilities to launch
attacks on RDMA-based datacenter systems. With today’s
datacenters all having robust defenses against direct sniffing
or hijacking of network traffic, side channels are more feasible
attack mechanisms and we believe that our work raises serious security concerns in a young but already widely-adopted
network technology.
We have responsibly disclosed the weaknesses to Mellanox
and Crail. Our implementation of Pythia is publicly available
at https://github.com/Wuklab/Pythia.
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2.1

Background on RDMA
RDMA Basics

Remote Direct Memory Access, or RDMA, is a network
technology designed to offer remote low-latency, low-CPUutilization access to exported memory regions. RDMA supports both one-sided and two-sided communication. Onesided RDMA operations directly access memory at a remote node without involving the remote node’s CPU, similar to DMA on a single machine. Two-sided RDMA operations involve both sender and receiver processing, similar to
send/recv in traditional network messaging.

RDMA improves performance along several dimensions.
First, one-sided RDMA requests bypass the CPU of the receiver. Second, applications issue RDMA requests directly
from user space, bypassing kernel and avoiding kernel trap
cost. Third, RDMA avoids memory copying (a technique
called zero-copy). As a result, RDMA achieves low-latency,
high-throughput performance.
There are three implementations of RDMA: InfiniBand
(IB) [10, 11], RoCE [8, 9], and iWARP [63]. All implementations follow the standard RDMA protocol [64]. Among
them, RoCE, or RDMA over Converged Ethernet, implements
the RDMA protocol over standard Ethernet (RoCEv1) and
UDP (RoCEv2), and is the preferred technology in existing
datacenters [32].
One-sided RDMA is the key area where significant performance and CPU utilization improvements over other network
technologies happen. Thus, we focus on one-sided RDMA. To
perform a one-sided RDMA operation, an application process
at a receiver node needs to first allocate a consecutive virtual
memory space and then use the virtual memory address range
to register a memory region, or MR, with the RNIC. An application can register multiple MRs over the same or different
memory spaces. The RNIC will assign a pair of local and remote protection keys (called lkey and rkey) to each MR. This
application then conveys the virtual address of the MR and
its rkey to processes running on other nodes. After building
connections between these other nodes (senders) and the node
that the MR-registering application runs on (receiver), these
processes can use 1) a virtual memory address that falls in the
MR’s virtual memory address range, 2) a size, and 3) the rkey
of the MR to perform one-sided RDMA read and write. In
RDMA’s term, a connection is called a Queue Pair, or QP.

2.2

RDMA NICs

RDMA NICs, or RNICs, are where most RDMA functionalities are implemented. They usually contain complex hardware
logic that implements the RDMA protocol and some SRAM
to store metadata, and they are often connected to the host’s
PCIe bus (allowing the card access to main memory through
DMA). Because of the need to bypass the kernel and receiver’s CPU, most RDMA functionalities and data structures
have to be offloaded to the RNIC hardware.
An RNIC’s on-board SRAM stores three types of metadata.
First, it stores metadata for each QP in its memory. Second,
it stores lkeys, rkeys, and virtual memory addresses for all
registered MRs. Third, it caches page table entries (PTEs) for
MRs to obtain the DMA address of an RDMA request from
its virtual memory address. RNICs have a limited amount
of on-board SRAM which can only hold metadata for hot
data. When the SRAM is full, an RNIC will evict its cached
metadata to the main memory on the host machine, and on a
future access, fetch the evicted metadata from the host main
memory back through the PCIe bus. The timing difference
between an RDMA access whose metadata is in RNIC SRAM

and one that is not is what we exploit in our side-channel
attack. The SRAM architecture is vendor-specific and not
disclosed or specified in the RDMA standard. We reverse
engineer the SRAM architecture of the state-of-the-art RNIC
in Section 4.4.

2.3

RDMA-Based Applications

RDMA was originally designed for high-performance computing environments, and it has been a popular choice of
network system in these environments for the past two
decades [34, 44, 54]. In recent years, major datacenters and
public clouds adopted RDMA for its low CPU utilization and
superior performance. For example, Microsoft Azure [73]
and Alibaba [6] have deployed RDMA with RoCE at large,
production scale.
Many datacenter systems and applications have been ported
to or rebuilt with RDMA. These include in-memory keyvalue stores [7, 24, 25, 40, 56, 57, 70], in-memory databases
and transactional systems [19, 83, 88], graph processing systems [68, 85], distributed machine learning systems [15],
consensus implementations [60, 80], distributed non-volatile
memory systems [45,67,93], and remote swap systems [5,31].
Most of these applications use both one-sided and two-sided
RDMA operations, with some being pure one-sided [14, 88].
Our work is applicable to all RDMA-based applications that
use one-sided RDMA (but not necessary purely one-sided).

3

Threat Model

In our attack, there are three parties: the server which hosts
data in its main memory for other client machines to access (e.g., an in-memory database or an in-memory key-value
store), the victim who accesses the server’s in-memory data
through RDMA, and the attacker who tries to infer the victim’s accesses and access patterns. The attacker and the victim
are both normal clients that can access the data store service
the server provides, and they run on separate machines. Following the threat models of related work that introduces and
evaluates side channels, we assume that the attacker does not
have direct control over the victim. As victim and attacker execute on different machines and communication to the server
happens through the network, we assume that the attacker
cannot observe the victim’s network packets (as otherwise,
the attacker could directly infer the accessed addresses and
values as RDMA is currently not encrypted). This assumption
is reasonable as sniffing victim’s packets would require an
attacker to have root access on either the victim’s machine
or the server’s machine [52, 72, 74] or to launch man-in-themiddle attack to the network, both of which are well defended
in cloud datacenters. We also assume that the server cannot directly observe memory accesses of either the victim
or the attacker as both victim and attacker interact with the
server through one-sided RDMA operations, not involving
the server’s CPU.

4

Side-Channel Attacks on RDMA

RDMA exposes node-internal memory to external hosts. Due
to best practices of optimizing accesses and caching, current RDMA hardware is vulnerable to a variety of timing
side channels. We present an overview of RDMA-based side
channels, two basic attacks, refined attacks with our reverse
engineered knowledge of RNIC internals, and evaluation results of the attacks. Unless otherwise stated, all our experiments use three machines, each equipped with a Mellanox
ConnectX-4 100 Gbps network adapter [48], two Intel Xeon
E5-2620 2.40GHz CPUs, and 128 GB main memory. They
are connected with a Mellanox SB7700 100 Gbps InfiniBand
switch [50]. One machine is used as the server that serves
in-memory data through RDMA. The other two machines
are the victim client machine and the attacker client machine,
both of which can perform RDMA operations to access data
on the server. In all the experiments in this section, the victim has a 50% chance of accessing the targeted data that the
attacker tries to infer accesses on.

4.1

Attack Overview

The basic idea of our side-channel attacks is to exploit two
weaknesses in RNIC: 1) the RNIC caches metadata in its
SRAM, RDMA accesses whose metadata is not in SRAM
must wait until that data is fetched from main memory, and
2) all RDMA accesses from all applications share the RNIC
SRAM. As explained in Section 2.2, RNICs store three types
of metadata in their SRAM: QP information, MR information,
and PTEs. An RDMA access involves all three types of metadata: upon receiving a network request, an RNIC needs to
locate which QP the request belongs to, which MR it falls into,
and which page it is accessing. If any of these metadata is
not in the RNIC SRAM, the RNIC will fetch it from the host
memory, stalling the request until the required data arrives. By
exploiting this timing difference, we can launch side-channel
attacks to know which QP, which MR, and which PTE the
victim has accessed.
Traditional CPU-cache-based side-channel attacks take
three major forms: prime-based (e.g., P RIME +P ROBE [1–4,
42, 59, 75, 90]), flush-based (e.g., F LUSH +R ELOAD [86]), and
evict-based (e.g., E VICT +R ELOAD [30]). Because RNICs
do not provide any interface to flush their SRAM, all flushbased side-channel attacks such as F LUSH +R ELOAD [86] and
F LUSH +F LUSH [29] are incompatible with RDMA. All the
operations that are needed in prime-based and evict-based
attacks can be implemented through RDMA network requests
that an attacker performs over the network. Attackers can hide
their traces during the attacks, since one-sided RDMA reads
are oblivious to the server or other clients. Hardware performance counters [35] may help servers track DMA traffic, but
it is challenging to associate traffic with RDMA accesses or
attacks. Even if the server suspects that an attack is happening,
it is still hard, in practice, to attribute an attack based on traffic

counters.
For the rest of the paper, we focus on RDMA-based
E VICT +R ELOAD attacks. P RIME +P ROBE attacks are also
possible on RDMA and we briefly discuss them in Section 7.

4.2

Unique Advantages and Challenges

There are three unique advantages for attackers in RDMA
systems. First, RDMA’s one-sided communication pattern
allows the attacker to hide her traces, since the receiving node
is unaware of any one-sided accesses. Second, the RDMA
network is much faster both in latency and in bandwidth
than traditional datacenter networks. The latest generation
of RDMA switches and RNICs can sustain 200 Gbps bandwidth and under 0.6 µs latency [53]. RDMA’s superior performance enables fine-grained, high-throughput, timing-based
side-channel attacks over the network. Finally, RDMA’s onesided communication bypasses the sender’s OS and does not
involve CPU at the receiver, both of which help reduce disturbance to timing-based attacks.
At the same time, attacking the RNIC presents several
novel challenges that no CPU-cache-based side-channel attack experiences. First, it is hard to discover efficient side
channels in RNIC hardware. Unlike CPU caches, there is no
public knowledge of how RNICs organize or use their SRAM.
RNICs store different types of information in SRAM compared to a linear layout of CPU caches. Second, we set a strict
threat model where attacks are launched from a separate machine that is different from the victim’s machine and the server
machine. This goal means that attacks have to be performed
using RDMA network requests only. Finally, since our side
channels are established over the network, noise in the network could potentially increase difficulties for timing-based
attacks.

4.3

Basic Attack

Before presenting our side-channel attacks, we first discuss
the type of victim information we choose as our attack target
and the type of metadata we use to perform the eviction phase.
Notice that these two dimensions are orthogonal and both
have three options: QP, MR, and PTE.
Among these three types of information, knowing which
QP the victim accesses leaks little information about the victim and usually is not useful in real attacks. MRs and PTEs
can both leak more information. Using PTE as the attack target unit will reveal memory page (in virtual memory) accesses.
All OSes use 4 KB as the default page size. The MR size is
decided by the application that creates and registers it. For
performance reasons [55], most RDMA-based applications
choose to use large MRs. Thus, we choose PTE as the target
of our attack. However, most of our ideas and techniques can
be used to perform attacks that target MRs.
After choosing the attack target, we must decide what metadata to use to evict RNIC SRAM. To answer this question,
we tried to evict SRAM using the three types of metadata and

Algorithm 1: MR-based eviction

Algorithm 2: Naive PTE-based eviction

Input :a target victim virtual memory address
Output :

Input :a target victim virtual memory address
Output :

if No access to sufficient amount of MRs then
start process at server to create MR_set;
else
foreach MR that the attacker has access to do
if MR 6= victim’s MR then
insert MR into MR_set;
end
end
end

VictimVPN ← victim_address >> 12;
generate eviction_set using VictimVPN;

foreach MR in MR_set do
perform 8-byte RDMA-read to MR;
end

reload our targeted information (i.e., PTE). We can successfully evict a PTE with PTEs, no matter whether or not the
PTEs we use to evict belong to the same MR as the target
PTE. We can also evict an MR with other MRs. We further
find that when an MR is evicted, PTEs of all the pages belonging to this MR will also be evicted. But we can only use
QPs to evict QP. This behavior implies that RNICs isolates
the SRAM used for QPs and for MRs and PTEs. We present
the evaluation results in Section 4.5. From this initial test, we
discovered that we can evict a PTE by either evicting the MR
it belongs to (using a large number of MRs) or by evicting
the PTE directly using a large number of other PTEs.
4.3.1

Eviction by MRs

We now present our attack that evicts SRAM with MRs,
PythiaMR. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of
PythiaMR.
Because the MR-based attack requires the attacker to use
many MRs to evict the server’s RNIC SRAM, the attacker
requires access to a sufficient amount of MRs. If the number of
MRs is restricted, the attacker may resort to a (hypothetical)
MR gadget that allows her to register multiple MRs. One
approach is to launch a process on the server that allows her
to register multiple MRs (see Section 5.1 for details). Since
RDMA provides the functionality of registering multiple MRs
with the same memory space, the attacker process at the server
only needs to allocate a small memory space (of arbitrary
size) and register it multiple times. This process then needs to
send the rkeys corresponding to these registered MRs to the
attacker running on a client machine.
In the eviction phase, the attacker performs one-sided
RDMA reads from a client machine to the MRs it has access
to at the server (except for the MR that the victim PTE is in).
Since the server’s RNIC needs to fetch and store metadata for
each MR when the MR is accessed, its SRAM will eventually
be filled with MR metadata that the attacker accessed.

foreach VPN in eviction_set do
perform 8-byte RDMA-read to address VPN << 12;
end

Algorithm 3: Reload and predict
Input :a target victim virtual memory address
Output :prediction of if the victim has accessed the target
address
determine Threshold according to network status;
start timer;
RDMA-read victim_address;
end timer;
time ← elapsed_time;
if time < Threshold then
output accessed;
else
output not_accessed;
end

4.3.2

Eviction by PTEs

Alternatively, we can use PTEs to establish a side channel.
Compared to MR-based attacks, PTE-based attacks can often
be performed entirely from a client machine. Algorithm 2
presents the pseudocode of our PTE-based attack.
To perform PTE-based eviction, the attacker issues onesided RDMA reads to a sufficiently big memory space (1 GB
to 4 GB for the RNICs we study). Most RDMA-based applications are services that provide in-memory data storage and
use a large amount of memory, thus meeting the requirements
of PTE-based attacks.
Accessing different memory pages will cause the RNIC to
fetch PTEs to its SRAM. Because all accesses to the same
memory page will hit the same PTE, we only need to perform
one RDMA read (with the smallest RDMA operation size
of 8 bytes) in every 4 KB virtual memory address range. To
avoid loading the PTE that the victim accesses, we skip the
memory addresses that are close to the victim address.
4.3.3

Reload and Predict

After the eviction phase (either by MRs or by PTEs), the
attacker reloads the targeted victim data. If the reload time
is smaller than a threshold, the attacker determines that the
data has been accessed by the victim. Algorithm 3 presents
the pseudocode of the reload and prediction process.
The threshold used at the reload time directly affects the
result of an attack. Different from traditional CPU-cache side-

channel attacks, our attacks are in a distributed environment
where network status can vary with other workloads in the
datacenter. Thus, instead of a fixed threshold, we adapt the
threshold dynamically according to the network status. To
adjust the threshold, the attacker periodically measures the
latency of an RDMA operation which hits the RNIC SRAM
and the latency of one that misses the SRAM. The threshold
can be set as a value in the middle of these two latencies.
In addition to using an average threshold, other more advanced methods can also be used to determine the reload
result. In fact, we design a statistical method to determine
the reload result for our real-application attacks, as will be
presented in Section 5.

4.4

Algorithm 4: Forming Eviction Set - Strawman
Input :VictimVPN, eviction set size, num of index bits
Output :an eviction set targeting VictimVPN
eviction_set ← {};
mask = VictimVPN & (1 << num_index_bits − 1);
for i = 0 to evict_set_size do
VPN ← i << num_index_bits + mask;
if VPN 6= VictimVPN then
insert VPN into eviction_set;
end
end
output eviction_set;

Finding PTE Eviction Sets

We call the attack that uses the eviction phase presented in Section 4.3.2 the basic PTE-based attack, or PythiaPTEBasic . In
order to reduce the time to perform eviction and improve the
efficiency of PythiaPTEBasic , we search for a smaller eviction
set that achieves similar accuracy as PythiaPTEBasic . Specifically, we perform a set of experiments to systematically reverse engineer the internal organization of RNIC SRAM and
use our learned knowledge to construct a minimal PTE eviction set.
Reverse engineering RNIC SRAM organization is significantly harder than reverse engineering traditional CPU caches
because there is no public knowledge of the internal organization of any RNIC. All we know is that the RNIC caches
three types of metadata (PTEs, MRs, and QPs) in its SRAM.
Moreover, reverse engineering the RNIC involves network
operations which add noise compared to a well-isolated CPU
cache environment.
First attempt in finding index bits.
We initially guess
that RNICs organize their in-SRAM PTE caches as setassociative caches, similar to how CPUs organize their caches.
To validate this guess, we assume that the PTE cache is organized as a fixed number of sets (e.g., 2, 4, 8) and different
number of bits (e.g., 1, 2, 3) are used to calculate the index into
these sets. Since PTEs are identified by virtual page number
(VPN), we can ignore the lowest 12 bits (with page size being
4 KB). We then use the lowest K bits of VPNs to calculate the
index into one of the 2K cache sets. These K bits correspond
to the 12th to the (11 + K)th bits of the full virtual memory
address (we call the lowest bit the 0th bit and count upwards
to higher bits).
We call the VPN of a victim memory address VictimVPN.
The eviction set of a VictimVPN is formed by setting the same
K bits as the VictimVPN and varying other bits in VPNs. To
put it another way, for every 2K pages, we pick one VPN to
add to the eviction set. We keep adding distinct VPNs in this
way until the number of VPNs in the set reaches an eviction
set size. Algorithm 4 presents the pseudocode of how we
form an eviction set. This is our straw-man approach and we
call the PTE-based attack that uses this approach of forming

eviction sets PythiaPTEStraw .
Figure 2 plots the attack accuracy when we vary K from
0 to 15. We use two groups of attacks on VictimVPN 0. In
the first group (the solid line), each eviction set has 27 = 128
operations. The accuracy keeps improving until K is 13 and
then flattens out. This result hints at the possibility of the
RNIC using a set-associative cache with 213 = 8192 sets. It
is because when K is smaller than 13, part of the operations
in the eviction set will fall into a different cache set as the
VictimVPN’s set, making the eviction set too small to evict
the whole victim’s cache set.
To verify this guess, we perform a second group of attacks
(the dashed line). In this group, we double the eviction set size
every time when we decrease K by 1. For example, we set the
eviction set size to 128 when K is 13 and to 256 when K is 12.
If the RNIC uses 8192 cache sets, then when K is 13, all of
the eviction set will fall into the VictimVPN’s set, and when K
is 12, half of the eviction set will fall into the VictimVPN’s set.
These two attacks will then have the same effect in evicting
the VictimVPN. Our results confirm this assumption. When K
is less than 13, the attack accuracy is similar to when K is 13.
However, when K is larger than 14, the accuracy drops. This
is because we only use 64 and 32 eviction set size when K
is 14 and 15, and these eviction sets are not large enough to
evict a whole cache set.
From this set of experiments, we suspect that virtual memory address bits 12 to 24 are used in calculating the PTE cache
set index and that each PTE cache set has 128 entries (i.e., a
128-way cache).
Discovering prefetching behavior. Our guess above uses
13 bits as the index into the PTE cache and assumes that
the PTE cache has 8192 sets. If this guess is correct,
then an eviction set whose (VPN%8192) is different from
(VictimVPN%8192) should fall completely into a different
cache set from the victim’s. To verify this assumption, we
perform another set of attacks to the VictimVPN 0. In the
nth attack, we construct its eviction set using VPNs where
(VPN%8192 = n), and we change n from 0 to 8191.
Figure 3 plots the accuracy of the first 64 attacks (the rest of
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an eviction set (i.e., the “offset” of an
eviction set”).

Discovering secondary index. Our attack strategies so far
work well (> 90% accuracy) with the VictimVPNs we tested
(e.g., 0, 20, 50). However, when we test the same attack strategy on some other VictimVPNs (e.g., 6195, 30950), the accuracy can sometimes drop to around 75%. A dropped accuracy
means that our eviction set cannot evict the VictimVPN, i.e.,
the VictimVPN is in another cache set whose index is not the
same as the index calculated using bits [15:24].
We thus suspect that there exists another 10 bits that are
used to calculate where out of the 1024 sets a VictimVPN can
fall into. To answer this question, we use a moving window
of 10 bits, from bits [15:24] to bits [29:48], in the victim’s
virtual memory address. We randomly pick 1000 VictimVPNs
and attack each of them by forming an eviction set with an
index calculated with the moving window of 10 bits and an
index calculated with bits [15:24] (64 operations under each
index). We use two indices in this experiment because our
alternative experiment of using just the index calculated by
the moving window does not yield good accuracy. Figure 4
plots the average attack accuracy across 1000 VictimVPNs
and their standard deviation (in error bars). Bits [24:33] yields
the best average accuracy and smallest deviation. Thus, we
believe that these bits are used as a second index into the PTE
cache. Note that when the moving window is bits [15:24], the
accuracy deviation is high, indicating that using bits [15:24]
alone is not good enough.
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Figure 3: Effect of Eviction Set Offset. X axis represents the first VPN in

the attacks have the same pattern and we omit them from the
figure). The black solid line shows the result of VictimVPN
0. Surprisingly, not only the 0th attack (VPN%8192 = 0) has
high accuracy, but also the 1st to the 7th attacks. To further understand this effect, we perform the same set of attacks on another two VictimVPNs, 20 and 50. With these VictimVPNs, the
accuracy is high from 16th to 23rd attacks and 48th to 55th attacks respectively. These results imply that evicting any VPN
within an eight-VPN range of (VictimVPN − VictimVPN%8)
to (VictimVPN − VictimVPN%8 + 7) has the same effect.
We suspect that the RNIC prefetches eight VPNs at a time.
This finding implies that instead of using 13 bits as cache
index bits as in PythiaPTEStraw , only the higher 10 bits (bits
[15:24]) are used for index and the lower 3 bits (bits [12:14])
are used for prefetching. The RNIC cache thus only has 210 =
1024 sets.
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Figure 5: Reverse-Engineered PTE Cache Organization.

Complete algorithm. Figure 5 presents the final PTE
cache architecture we speculate RNICs use based on our
reverse engineering results. The PTE cache has 1024 sets and
128 ways. A PTE can be cached at one of the two cache sets.
Two groups of bits are used to calculate the index of these
two cache sets. The first group is bits [15:24], and the second
group is bits [24:33]. We call them low index bits and high
index bits. From our observation, both the high and the low
index bits can decide which cache set will be used to cache a
PTE. A PTE will be cached in either the cache set calculated
by the high index bits or the cache set indicated by the low
index bits. Every time when a PTE is accessed, its neighboring PTEs will also be fetched to the same set and bits [12:14]
determine the 8 PTEs that will be prefetched.
Based on this reverse-engineered architecture, we present
the final PTE-based E VICT +R ELOAD attack, PythiaPTEFull .
We form half of the eviction set of a VictimVPN with VPNs
that have the same low index bits as the VictimVPN and another half with VPNs that have the same high index bits as
the VictimVPN. Algorithm 5 presents the complete algorithm.

4.5

Evaluation Results

We now present our evaluation results with the attacks described above.
4.5.1

Isolated Environment

We performed a set of experiments with three machines as described in the beginning of this section in our lab environment

Algorithm 5: Forming Eviction Set - Full
Input :VictimVPN, eviction set size
Output :an eviction set targeting the victim virtual memory address
eviction_set ← {}; prefetch_bits ← 3; index_bits ← 10; high_index_start ← 12;
low_index ← (VictimVPN >> prefetch_bits)&(1 << index_bits − 1); mask_low ← low_index << prefetch_bits;
high_index ← (VictimVPN >> high_index_start)&(1 << index_bits − 1); mask_high ← high_index << prefetch_bits;
for i = 0 to evict_set_size/2 do
VPN ← i << (index_bits + prefetch_bits) + mask_low;
if VPN 6= VictimVPN then
insert VPN into eviction_set;
end
end
for i = 0 to evict_set_size/2 do
VPN ← i << (index_bits + high_index_start) + mask_high;
if VPN 6= VictimVPN then
insert VPN into eviction_set;
end
end
output eviction_set;
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line presents the timing differences of
each case over 1000 trials.

ror bars show the standard deviation
across 1000 VictimVPNs.

without any other network traffic.
Timing differences. Our side channels are based on timing
differences between consecutive loads of the same memory
address. To measure miss latency, we evict the RNIC SRAM
using either MRs or PTEs and then issue an RDMA operation.
To measure hit latency, we simply repeatedly issue the same
RDMA operation. The measurements in Figure 6 show a
clear timing difference between hit and miss latency. When
we use MRs to evict SRAM, both the victim’s MR and all the
PTEs under this MR will be evicted. An RDMA operation
afterwards will need to fetch both the PTE and the metadata
for the MR containing the page from host main memory
through the PCIe bus. On the other hand, using PTEs to evict
will only evict the victim’s PTE and reloading will only fetch
the PTE. This explains why the miss latency of MR-based
eviction is higher than that of PTE-based eviction.
Attack accuracy and latency. Figures 7 and 8 plot the
accuracy and latency of four attack strategies: PythiaMR,
PythiaPTEBasic , PythiaPTEStraw , and PythiaPTEFull , as we
change the eviction set size. As expected, with the same eviction set size, the time to perform these four attacks is similar,
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Figure 8: Latency of Attacks.

since they all use the same amount of RDMA operations.
With bigger eviction sets, all attacks become slower.
PythiaPTEFull ’s accuracy is the highest: it can achieve 97%
accuracy with only 57 µs per attack (when the eviction set
size is 256). PythiaMR and PythiaPTEBasic have low accuracy, although we do observe PythiaMR’s accuracy improves
significantly as the eviction set size increases (PythiaMR’s
accuracy reaches 90% with 215 eviction set size). This result demonstrates the benefit of using our reverse engineering
findings.
Another observation is that the accuracy of PythiaPTEFull
peaks when the eviction set size is 256 and remains the same
when increasing the size further. This implies that the PTE
cache has 128 ways, since we construct two cache sets with
256 entries in total.
Evaluation with different RNICs. All our experiments
so far are performed with the Mellanox ConnectX-4 RNIC
(most RDMA deployments in real datacenters use ConnectX4 [32, 47]). We further validate our attacks on Mellanox
ConnectX-5 [49] and ConnectX-3 [46] RNICs. ConnectX-5 is
the latest generation of RNICs from Mellanox and ConnectX-
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Figure 13: Accuracy of Attacks in
CloudLab. Error bars show the standard deviation across 1000 VictimVPNs.

3 is the previous generation of ConnectX-4.
Figure 9 plots the timing results of SRAM hits and misses
(due to eviction by MRs and by PTEs) on ConnectX-5.
ConnectX-5’s performance is better than ConnectX-4 on all
cases. A clear timing difference between misses and hits remains, and misses caused by MR-based eviction are slower
than by PTE-based eviction. Figure 10 plots the accuracy of
the four types of attacks. The accuracy results are similar to
ConnectX-4. Attack latency is also similar to ConnectX-4
and we omit the latency figure. Thus, we can confirm that
ConnectX-5 uses a similar SRAM architecture as ConnectX4, and it has the same side channels as ConnectX-4. We can
launch the same attacks on ConnectX-5 with high accuracy
and low latency.
We then perform the same set of experiments on ConnectX3, see Figure 11. The hit latency with ConnectX-3 is longer
than ConnectX-4. As hardware evolves, its internal performance often improves, which can explain why hit latency
improves over generations of Mellanox RNICs. Surprisingly,
the miss latency due to MR-based eviction is shorter on
ConnectX-3 than on ConnectX-4 and ConnectX-5. Misses in
RNIC SRAM involve the RNIC fetching metadata from the
host main memory. We suspect the reason why miss performance drops in newer generations is because RNICs add more
metadata for each data entry in newer generations, requiring
longer time to fetch more metadata. As a result, the timing
difference between miss and hit for ConnectX-3 is small.
Comparing ConnectX-3, ConnectX-4, and ConnectX-5, the
three generations of RNICs from Mellanox, we found that as
hardware RNICs evolve, their performance improves quickly,
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while the PCIe bus and host memory speed improve very
slowly. As a result, the discrepancy between hit performance
and miss performance becomes larger and we believe that this
trend will continue in the future.
4.5.2

Public Cloud Environment

CloudLab [65] is a public cloud that has close to 15,000 cores
distributed across three sites in the United States. We evaluated our attacks on a cluster that is connected with RoCE
switches. Each machine in this cluster equips two Mellanox
ConnectX-4 25 Gbps adapters. These RNICs are of the same
product generation as our lab’s ConnectX-4 RNICs, with the
difference that our RNICs are 100 Gbps adapters. Both types
of adapters can be configured for Ethernet (RoCE) and for
InfiniBand. We configure ours for InfiniBand, and CloudLab’s are configured for RoCE. Apart from RNIC differences,
CloudLab is used concurrently by many different users; it has
a more complex, hierarchical network topology; and it uses a
RoCE network instead of InfiniBand. At the time of our test,
129 out of 199 physical machines in the cluster were in use.
We repeat the same set of experiments as Section 4.5.1.
Similar to our lab’s experiments, we use three machines, a
server, a victim client, and an attacker client. Figure 12 plots
the timing difference of RNIC SRAM hit and misses (due
to MR-based eviction and PTE-based eviction). Similar to
our isolated environment results, misses caused by MR-based
eviction are slower than misses caused by PTE-based eviction,
and both types of misses are slower than hits. In CloudLab’s
shared network and shared machine environments, the latencies of all accesses are longer than in our lab environment,

but the timing differences are still clear.
Figures 13 and 14 plot the accuracy and latency of the four
types of attacks in CloudLab. Similar to the results in Figures 7 and 8, With the same eviction set size (and thus similar
latency), PythiaPTEFull and PythiaPTEStraw have higher accuracy than PythiaMR and PythiaPTEBasic . However, these
attacks have larger variation in accuracy compared to attacks
in our lab’s environment because of the more dynamic environment in CloudLab.

the SRAM cache set(s), which is calculated by the virtual
memory address. Without modifying the source code of Crail
which is written in Java, it is difficult to directly know the
virtual memory address of a target key-value pair. Instead, we
use a “learning” phase before launching the actual attack to
determine the eviction set to use for a target key-value pair.
Specifically, we let Pc access the target key-value pair and let
Pa try all 1024 different cache sets for eviction. After 1024
trials, we pick the cache set that yields the best accuracy as
our attack eviction set.

5

Client-only attack (PythiaCrailClient ). Our last attack on
Crail is launched exclusively from a regular Crail client process and requires no other privileges or resources. The attacker
(as a normal Crail client) issues Crail get requests to different
key-value pairs during the eviction phase. After the eviction
phase, it performs a Crail get operation to the victim key-value
pair.
Our initial design of PythiaCrailClient randomly picks keyvalue pairs to access during the eviction phase. However, we
soon discovered two issues with this naive approach. First, it
needs a large number of key-value pairs to effectively evict the
target key-value pair. Doing so not only makes the attack slow
but also requires the Crail system under attack to already be
storing many key-value pairs. Second, we found that the Crail
system becomes slower and unstable as the server processes
more client requests. We suspect this to be caused by Crail’s
own (memory) management overhead. Unstable access latency makes our timing-based attack harder and prohibits an
accurate prediction during the reload phase. We improve our
initial design with the following optimization. We selectively
choose a small set of key-value pairs as the eviction set. We
make the assumption that key-value pairs are sequentially
allocated in chunks of memory and pick the pairs that are
likely to be in the same RNIC SRAM cache set as the victim
key-value pair. After reducing the eviction set size, our attack
runs very fast. Instead of continuously launching the attack in
loops, we add some sleep time between eviction and reloading
so that we do not issue too many Crail requests to make Crail
unstable.

Attacking Real RDMA-Based Systems

To demonstrate the feasibility of launching side-channel attacks on real RDMA-based applications, we design and perform a set of attacks on Crail [7, 70], an open-source RDMAbased key-value store written in Java. A Crail system consists
of several roles: a server which stores key-value pairs, a namenode which stores metadata and manages the control path,
and clients which issue key-value pair gets and sets to the
server via a Crail-provided API. We install each component
on a separate machine and connect all of them with RDMA.
This section presents our design and evaluation of attacks on
Crail.

5.1

Attacks

Based on the attack primitives described in Section 4, we
designed three attacks on Crail. All these attacks have the
same goal: knowing whether or not the victim Crail client
accesses a specific key-value pair.
MR-based attack (PythiaCrailMR ). Our first attack uses
MR-based eviction as described in Section 4.3.1. This attack
requires three attacker processes. The first is a Crail client
process (Pc ). The second and the third processes run our attack
code, with the second one running on the Crail server machine
(Ps ) and the third one running on any other machine (Pa ) (it
can be the same machine as the one where Pc runs). In the
preparation phase, Ps registers a large number of MRs. In
the eviction phase, Pa issues one-sided RDMA reads to these
MRs. Finally, Pc performs a Crail get operation to reload
the victim key-value pair. PythiaCrailMR requires Ps and Pa
because MR-based attacks need to access many MRs but by
default Crail only registers a small set of MRs.
PTE-based attack (PythiaCrailPTE ). The second attack
uses PTE-based eviction. In this attack, we require three processes as in the MR-based attack: Pc , Ps , and Pa . In the preparation phase, we first use Ps to allocate a big chunk of memory
and register it with an MR. In the eviction phase, Pa performs
one-sided RDMA reads to different VPNs in the allocated
memory space. Afterwards, Pc issues a Crail get request to
the victim key-value pair.
Our reverse engineering results in Section 4.4 can be leveraged to reduce the eviction set size in PythiaCrailPTE . However, to form the eviction set, we need to know the index of

Probabilistic prediction. Under real workloads and noisy
network environments, we found that a simple threshold as
used in Section 4.3 cannot accurately determine if the victim
has accessed the target data. Thus, we use a more dynamic
and adaptive approach to predict the outcome of the attack.
Similar to the approach used in TLBleed [28], we perform a
learning phase to train a classifier of operation latency with
KNN [22] before the attack. We use the trained model to
predict the probability of a reload latency implying a victim
access (i.e., a hit).

5.2

Results

We
evaluated PythiaCrailMR , PythiaCrailPTE , and
PythiaCrailClient using both controlled tests and work-
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Workloads. To evaluate how our attacks perform with
real datacenter key-value store workloads, we construct a
macro-benchmark with the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [21] and statistics reported by Facebook in
their production key-value store [12]. YCSB provides keyvalue get/set access pattern but no inter-arrival time between
requests. Facebook provides the inter-arrival time of requests
received at a server in its cluster, which includes requests
from all the clients to this server. We set each key-value pair
size to be 1 KB, the average key-value pair size reported by
Facebook.
Attack environment setup. In this experiment, the victim
(on a Crail client machine) executes our macro-benchmark
to access key-value pairs on a Crail server machine using
the Crail APIs. Since Facebook only provides aggregated
request inter-arrival time across clients and does not reveal
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We first compare the latency of a Crail client key-value pair
get operation that hits RNIC SRAM, a client get that misses
RNIC SRAM after the eviction phase in PythiaCrailMR , in
PythiaCrailPTE , and in PythiaCrailClient . In these controlled
tests, the victim client has a 50% chance of accessing the
targeted key-value pair that the attacker tries to infer accesses
on. Figure 18 plots these four types of latencies, each performing 1000 trials. All the three types of misses take longer
than hits, with the timing difference of PythiaCrailMR the
biggest and PythiaCrailClient the smallest. The timing difference implies that it is easiest to separate hits and misses with
PythiaCrailMR .
We launch the PythiaCrailMR , and PythiaCrailPTE , and
PythiaCrailClient attacks by first performing their respective
eviction phases. Next, we let victim access or not access
the target key-value pair. Finally, we measure the time to
reload the key-value pair and compare it with a threshold
we determined from the timing difference testing phase. As
expected, PythiaCrailMR gives the best accuracy. The accuracies of PythiaCrailMR , PythiaCrailPTE , and PythiaCrailClient
are 96%, 85%, and 79% respectively, and the time to perform
these attacks are 19ms, 0.1ms, and 0.3ms.
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Figure 18: Timing Difference in Crail. Each line presents the
timing differences of each case over 1000 trials.

how many clients there are, we use one client machine to
model the aggregated effect of all clients with the provided
inter-arrival time. We run an attacker process as a normal
Crail client on another machine. A fourth machine serves as
the Crail namenode. While the victim process executes the
macro-benchmark, we repeatedly perform PythiaCrailClient ,
PythiaCrailMR , or PythiaCrailPTE to detect if the victim accesses a target key-value pair.
Results. Figures 15, 16, and 17 present the timeline of the
victim accessing the target key-value pair (red crosses) and
the attacker’s prediction (black dots with values as access
probability). All three attacks can capture most if not all victim accesses. Among them, PythiaCrailMR is the worst in
attack accuracy. This is because each attack in PythiaCrailMR
takes 19ms, which is much longer than the Facebook interarrival time. As a result, PythiaCrailMR misses victim accesses that happen more frequent than its attack length. Both
PythiaCrailPTE and PythiaCrailClient run very fast and capture all victim accesses. In fact, these two attacks run so
fast that we add a sleep time of 1ms between evict and
reload to avoid issuing too many Crail requests and making Crail’s performance unstable. Comparing PythiaCrailPTE
and PythiaCrailClient , PythiaCrailPTE ’s predictions are of low
access probabilities and PythiaCrailClient has more predictions of around 50% access probabilities. The attacker can
set a threshold accordingly to determine the final set of
victim accesses (e.g., those with probabilities > 60% for
PythiaCrailClient ).
Overall, we believe PythiaCrailClient to be the most effec-

tive attack, since it predicts victim accesses with high confidence and it requires the least amount of attacker resources:
PythiaCrailClient can be launched exclusively from a separate
client machine through the unmodified Crail client interface.
If attackers can run modified Crail clients, they can launch
more efficient side-channel attacks by forming the eviction
set with known virtual addresses.

6

Mitigation Techniques

Defending against RDMA-based side-channel attacks is possible and feasible. We discuss both mitigations for current
hardware as well as those for future hardware.
Huge virtual memory page or no virtual memory.
PTE-based attacks are only possible when RNICs cache
PTEs and when the attacker can form an effective eviction
set. One way to prevent PTE-based attacks is to force all
RDMA registrations and operations to directly use physical
memory addresses. When physical memory addresses are
used, RDMA does not need to access or cache PTEs, thereby
preventing PTE-based attacks. Registering physical memory
addresses is a privileged operation that RNICs allow the
kernel [76] and privileged users to perform [51]. However,
using physical memory addresses loses all the benefits of
virtual memory and introduces new security concerns.
Another method to defend against PTE-based attacks is to
use huge memory pages [24]. Using huge pages (e.g., 1 GB
pages) introduces two types of difficulties for attackers. First,
the attacker can only guess victim accesses at coarse granularity (e.g., 1 GB). Second, the attacker will need to have access
to a huge memory space to form an eviction set with enough
PTEs.
Isolate server’s resource.
Our experience with Crail
demonstrates that attacking Crail is difficult when the attacker
can only use Crail’s interface without the access to a large
number of PTEs or MRs and without knowing Crail’s data
layout in the virtual memory address space. Our experiments
show that for PythiaCrailMR and PythiaCrailPTE to work, an
attacker needs to run a process, Ps , on the server machine.
Otherwise, the attacker would not be able to launch those
attacks (although PythiaCrailClient still works). Thus, a server
that hosts RDMA service can prohibit normal users from
running any processes to help defend against side-channel
attacks. Various address randomization techniques can also
complicate attacks.
Separate protection domains. When we disclosed the attacks in this paper to Mellanox, the Mellanox engineers stated
that separating Protection Domains (PDs) between different
clients and connections can potentially mitigate the attacks.
We evaluated this mitigation by moving the attacker to a different PD and found that doing so mitigates Pythia attacks.
Unfortunately, all existing RDMA applications that we are

aware of [7, 24, 83] use only one PD for higher performance.
Using multiple PDs results in low throughput and high latency overhead (15% throughput reduction and 21% latency
overhead with 256 PDs in our experiments). We plan to further investigate both attack and defense mechanisms when
separating PDs across clients.
Introduce noise. Our side channels are established on timing differences at the microsecond or sub-microsecond level.
Attacking Crail running real workloads is more difficult than
attacking raw RDMA accesses mainly because of Crail’s nondeterministic performance overhead. Therefore, an effective
countermeasure is to introduce random latency overhead at
an RDMA-based application or in the datacenter RDMA network, which, however, could impact application performance.
Detect and throttle attacker’s network traffic.
Our attackers can hide their attacks because one-sided RDMA operations are completely hidden from the receiver CPU (the
server in our case). To detect these attacks, the server can deploy traffic sniffing tools to sniff all incoming RDMA network
requests. If the sniffer detects heavy network activity from
a client, it can raise a flag that this client may be malicious.
If it further detects an access pattern that matches eviction
sets described in Section 4.4, this client is more likely to be
an attacker. This defense comes with the same drawbacks of
other heuristic-based defenses that an attacker may stay under
the detection threshold.
A further countermeasure is to throttle the maximum bandwidth allowed at every client. If an attacker cannot issue
enough operations to evict RNIC SRAM, its attack accuracy
will drop significantly. However, throttling client bandwidth
can hurt normal clients’ performance.
Better hardware design. All existing RNICs share their
SRAM across all users and across all connections. Because of
this, an attacker can evict a victim’s PTE and MR even when
the attacker and the victim have different connections to the
server. If RNICs can partition their SRAM to different isolated
domains for different connections, then attackers can never
evict victim’s PTEs or MRs. However, isolation resources at
hardware level will inevitably hurt performance and increase
hardware complexity, which gives little incentive for RNIC
vendors to change their hardware design.

7

Discussion

We now briefly discuss the implications, impact, and limitations of Pythia, and some other attacks on RDMA that can be
designed based on Pythia.

7.1

RDMA Vulnerabilities

We discovered new vulnerabilities in RDMA systems that
are fundamental to the design of RDMA and not specific to
just one RDMA device. RNICs cache metadata as a result

of RDMA’s design philosophy of one-sided network communication. Because one-sided operations cannot involve host
CPUs, RNICs have to handle and serve RDMA requests on
their own, which involves accessing various types of metadata. With limited on-board SRAM, RNICs cannot store all
the metadata and have to move metadata between their SRAM
and the host machine’s main memory through the PCIe bus.
As a result, there exists timing difference between RDMA
operations that hit or miss SRAM, and this timing difference
keeps increasing as RNICs evolve over generations.
We demonstrated the feasibility of exploiting the above
vulnerability to launch side-channel attacks on RDMA-based
systems. Pythia attacks are fast and accurate, and they can be
performed completely from the network. Moreover, attackers can hide their traces because the attack uses one-sided
network requests.
Both the RNIC side channels we discovered and our attacks’ unique advantages are fundamental to one-sided network communication. One-sided communication offers many
performance and cost benefits that are attractive for datacenter
systems. However, it also raises new security concerns [77],
as we demonstrate in Pythia. Our work can inspire future
security researchers in discovering and defending more vulnerabilities in RDMA.

7.2

Attacking Real Applications

We demonstrated that it is feasible to launch Pythia attacks
on Crail, a real RDMA-based system developed by the Crail
team. PythiaCrailClient , the attack that is launched by performing Crail-provided client APIs only, can successfully infer
victim’s access patterns under real workloads.
We believe that Pythia can similarly attack other RDMAbased applications as well. Pythia only requires two features
from an RDMA-based application: the application uses onesided RDMA operations and allocates regular paged memory.
Many applications meet these requirements, such as the NAMDB RDMA-based in-memory database [88], the Pilaf RDMAbased key-value store [56], and the Wukong RDMA-based
graph system [68]. Unfortunately, most of these systems are
not available publicly.

7.3

Attack Limitations

Although our side-channel attacks are fast, accurate, and can
be launched entirely from the network, they do have several limitations. First, the granularity of Pythia attacks (and
therefore information leakage of accesses) is a memory page.
Pythia currently cannot differentiate between two victim accesses that access the same target page. Second, Pythia can
only predict if a data entity at the server has been accessed,
but not which client machine(s) accessed it. Third, our MRbased attacks require access to a large number of MRs, and
PTE-based attacks require access to large memory spaces.
Finally, our attacks consume network bandwidth and can be
detected by sniffing the network.

7.4

Other RDMA-Based Attacks

Pythia serves as a starting point for designing other
types of RDMA-based attacks. For example, similar to
Pythia E VICT +R ELOAD attacks, it is possible to launch
P RIME +P ROBE attacks from the network by exploiting the
MR or the PTE side channels.
The MR and the PTE side channels we established can
also be used as covert channels. We implemented a naive
covert-channel attack of using one E VICT +R ELOAD cycle to
transmit one bit and it could reach a sending rate of 20 Kbps
with PythiaPTEFull .
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Related Work

Single-node side-channel attacks. In recent years, a host
of attacks that exploit various hardware features to establish side channels have been proposed. CPU-cache-based
side-channel attacks such as P RIME +P ROBE [1–4, 42, 59, 75,
78, 90], E VICT +R ELOAD [30], F LUSH +R ELOAD [86], and
F LUSH +F LUSH [30,78] can leak victim’s memory access patterns at fine granularity. CPU-cache-based side channels are
also the key enabling factors in attacks like Meltdown [41],
Spectre [39], and Foreshadow [17]. Other than CPU caches,
TLB [28] or port contention [13] also expose hardware-based
side channels. Side-channel attacks brought key concerns
in cloud environments where one tenant can steal information of other tenants when they share the same physical resource [79, 89–91] or the same service [33]. But all these
single-node side-channel attacks require the attacker to run
on the same machine as the victim. Pythia is a remote sidechannel attack that can be launched completely from a separate remote machine.
Remote side-channel attacks.
Several remote sidechannel attacks exploit TCP sequence numbers to hijack
connections [18, 61, 62]. Another line of work relies on traffic
analysis to exploit sensitive information [27, 37]. Brumley
et al. perform a timing-based attack on OpenSSL’s ladder
implementation to obtain the private key of a TLS server [16].
Cock et al. present an empirical study of remote timing
channels on microkernel [20]. NetSpectre [66] presents
an access-driven remote E VICT +R ELOAD cache attack.
Weinberg et al. combined CSS and JavaScript to remotely
sniff victims’ browsing patterns [84]. Different from all
previous remote side-channel attacks, Pythia targets the
RDMA network. Moreover, Pythia exploits RNIC hardware
features to establish timing-based side channels, while
previous remote side channels exploit network protocols or
software features. As far as we know, Throwhammer [71] is
the only other attack related to RDMA. However, it simply
uses RDMA network requests to launch a Rowhammer attack
and does not explore or exploit vulnerabilities in the RDMA

technology itself.
Various defense
Mitigations to side-channel attacks.
mechanisms have been proposed to combat CPU cache sidechannel attacks in both hardware [23, 36, 58, 81, 82] and software [38, 43, 69, 92, 94]. Unfortunately, none of the existing
defense mechanisms can be directly applied to RDMA-based
side-channel attacks. We propose a set of new mitigations that
target RDMA-based side-channel attacks.
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Conclusion

This paper presents Pythia, the first set of side-channel attacks
on RDMA-based systems. We reverse engineer the internal
data structures of current RDMA systems and leverage this
information to improve our attack. Pythia can be launched
completely from a normal client machine to steal access patterns of victims on other machines. We evaluate Pythia in
laboratory settings to showcase the capabilities of the attack,
on real software such as Crail, and on real data centers to
show real-world impact. Pythia is fast, accurate, and can hide
its trace from victims and the server.
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